DESCRIPTION

Copy prints of Globe and Gila County scenes, many of which were published in Woody's book *Globe, Arizona*. Images include birds-eye-views of Globe, a Flagstaff street scene, Pinal Ranch house, Silver King, Arizona, a water vehicle spraying dirt streets, interior and exterior of the St. Elmo Saloon, the Tewksbury ranch house, the Kinney boarding house with a sign advertising "hot and cold baths", the first train to arrive in Globe, and the Dime Theater. Other images include school groups, a picnic group that includes George W. P. Hunt, the Globe Volunteer Fire Department, and the Globe City Band. There are also images of Miami, Arizona including the construction of buildings for the Inspiration Copper Company in 1913-1914. People represented include John Rhodes, Al Sieber, Mary Tewksbury, Rev. Frances J. Uplegger, and Sylvia Kennedy in a uniform during World War I.

1 box, .5 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Amateur historian and author; Clara Woody moved to Globe, Arizona in 1917 and married Clarence W. Woody later that year. She worked in law and insurance offices, was active in historical organizations, and researched topics in Arizona History beginning in 1940.

RELATED MATERIAL

Clara T. Woody papers, MS 0887

ACQUISITION

Originals were loaned by Clara Woody in 1956 for copying.

ACCESS

Some materials restricted due to fragile condition; copy prints are available for patron use.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Kim Frontz prepared this finding aid in December 2002.